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Come On Baby Let's Go Downtown
Neil Young

Intro Riff 2:

     G#             F#     C#    C#/E      C#/F#  F# G#
E|-|-----5-5-5-5-|-----3-2-|-------------|---3-5----|
B|-|-----5-7p5-5-|-----3-3-|-------3-----|---3-5----|
G|-|-5h6-------6-|-3h4---2-|-----2-4p2---|-2-4-6----|
D|-|-------------|---------|-2h4-------4-|----------|
A|-|-------------|---------|-------------|----------|
E|-|-------------|---------|-------------|----------|

Refrão:

Eb                  G#                 C#        G#        Eb
Come on baby let s go downtown let s go let s go let s go downtown
                   G#                 C#         G#   Eb
Come on baby let s go downtown let s go, lets go, lets go downtown

Verso 1:

Eb          G#         C#    G#       Eb
  Walk on  talk on   baby tell no lies
          G#                C#    G#       Eb
don t you be caught with a tear in your eye.
                       G#                      C#      G#       Eb
Sure  nough they ll be sellin  stuff when the moon begins to rise.
                       G#
Pretty bad when you re dealin  with the man
         C#            G#       Eb
and the light shines in your eyes.

(Intro Riff 2x)

Refrão:

Eb                  G#                 C#        G#        Eb
Come on baby let s go downtown let s go let s go let s go downtown
                   G#                 C#         G#   Eb
Come on baby let s go downtown let s go, lets go, lets go downtown

Verso 2:

Eb             G#                C#     G#       Eb
  Snake eyes  french fries and I got lots of gas.
                G#                C#         G#       Eb
Full moon and a jumpin  tune now you don t have to ask.
                       G#                     C#       G#       Eb
Sure  nough they ll be sellin  stuff when the moon begins to rise.



                       G#
Pretty bad when you re dealin  with the man
         C#            G#       Eb
and the light shines in your eyes.

(Intro Riff 2x)

REFRÃO:
Eb                  G#                 C#        G#        Eb
Come on baby let s go downtown let s go let s go let s go downtown
                   G#                 C#         G#   Eb
Come on baby let s go downtown let s go, lets go, lets go downtown

Verso 1:

Eb          G#         C#    G#       Eb
  Walk on  talk on   baby tell no lies
          G#                C#    G#       Eb
don t you be caught with a tear in your eye.
                       G#                      C#      G#       Eb
Sure  nough they ll be sellin  stuff when the moon begins to rise.
                       G#
Pretty bad when you re dealin  with the man
         C#            G#       Eb
and the light shines in your eyes.
                       G#
Pretty bad when you re dealin  with the man
         C#            G#       Eb
and the light shines in your eyes.
                       G#
Pretty bad when you re dealin  with the man
         C#            G#       Eb
and the light shines in your eyes.
                       G#
Pretty bad when you re dealin  with the man
         C#            G#       Eb
and the light shines in your eyes.


